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 NHL 14 added notable changes to the gameplay. It featured the addition of a co-op experience through EA SPORTS Hockey
League, which included up to 16 players online or up to four players using console headset microphones. NHL 14 also features a
new camera system, which includes a first-person view for players on offense or defense. New features and changes Core NHL
14 added more depth to its gameplay. The game added increased physical realism, as all players were given new realistic skating

animations and more realistic hits. Players now come out of the neutral zone with their stick on the ice, making defensemen
more likely to face the puck in the defensive zone. The more difficult the challenge, the more skill the player will need. These
physical changes added more realism to the game, however the AI still could not beat NHL players consistently in game modes
with the changes applied. In an attempt to prevent the momentum-killing overtime that had plagued previous installments, NHL
14 introduced two new types of goaltending; pull-backs and deep pulls. The pull-back can be used as an automatic save at any

time in an overtime, while a deep pull allows the player to gain extra power and control of the puck. During all but the last
minute of an overtime, the goalie must stay deep within his/her crease. While there are no longer any random penalties, players
will still go to the box when they touch an opponent, regardless of where they are on the ice. The reasoning behind this change
was that the game had become so fast paced that, at any time, an unnecessary penalty can be costly. Players are also penalized
for boarding the opposing player, boarding the goaltender, spearing, tripping, charging, and shoulder-checking, regardless of
where they are on the ice. Penalties are not lost when the puck is on the stick or goalie. EA Sports added "The Shift," a new

offensive tactic and a four-man forward line centered around it. The shift requires the player to break out of the defensive zone
early. The player also must remain in the offensive zone for only a few seconds. In addition, the player must be in the shooting

lane and "precise" in the way they shoot the puck. The tactic consists of being aggressive when clearing the zone, and it includes
five, not four, forwards. The center of the line is the center of the ice, but must pass the puck to the players in the left and right
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